
THE COLOUR OF 
OBJECTS
Colour by Subtraction



TRANSPARENT, OPAQUE, 
OR TRANSLUCENT?

Plastic Wrap= transparent Book= opaque Bowl=translucent



PIGMENT

Pigment - chemical that absorbs 
some colours of  light and reflects 
other colours 

Occur naturally in colourful things

Example: brown hair due to 
pigment called melanin

Used in inks, dyes, and paint



SUBTRACTIVE COLOUR

Subtractive Colour Theory - non-luminous objects appear 
coloured because they absorb certain colours and reflect or 
transmit other colours

Depends on pigments in a material

Blue jeans appear blue in 
white light because indigo 
dye absorbs the green and 
red light and reflects the 

blue light



PRIMARY COLOURS OF 
PIGMENT

Primary Colours of  Pigment - colours which 
combine to make other colours of  pigment

Yellow

Magenta

Cyan

Absorb one of  the three primary colours of  
light and reflect the other two



SECONDARY COLOURS OF 
PIGMENT

Secondary Colours of  Pigment - formed by mixing pairs of  
primary colours of  pigment

Red

Green

Blue

Example: If  yellow and magenta pigments are mixed you 
get a secondary pigment colour of  red



EXPLAINING BLACK
When all three primary colours of  pigment (magenta, cyan, 
yellow) are mixed, the pigment absorbs all three primary 
colours of  light (red, green, blue) 

No light is reflected

Mixture appears black



OPAQUE OBJECTS IN 
LIGHT

Opaque objects contain pigments that absorb some colours 
of  light and reflect others

Colours of  light that pigment reflects make up colour of  
object



Non-luminous objects don’t have a certain colour

Colours change depending on colour of  light shining on it

Example: a rose that’s yellow in white light appears green in 
cyan light

True Colour - colour of  non-luminous object in white light

OPAQUE OBJECTS IN 
LIGHT



TRUE COLOUR OF 
OBJECTS 

White 

light 

White 

light 

Shorts look blue 

Shirt looks red 



OBJECTS IN COLOURED 
LIGHT

Red 

light 
Shirt looks red 

Shorts look black 

Blue 

light 

Shirt looks black 

Shorts look blue 



TRANSPARENT OBJECTS 
IN LIGHT

Coloured Filter - transparent material that contains pigment 

Light passes through filter, some absorbed and transmitted

Example: blue sunglasses absorb green and red light and 
transmit blue light



COLOUR FILTERS

Red filter absorbs...                       transmits...

Cyan filter absorbs...                     transmits...

Blue filter absorbs...                       transmits...

green + blue

red

red + green

red

green + blue

blue



TECH AND SUBTRACTIVE 
COLOUR THEORY

Used in theatrical lighting, traffic signals, stained glass, 
coloured photography, and colour printing

Cyan, magenta, and yellow ink are used in colour printing

Black is added for detail



COLOUR THEORIES


